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Civilization has proven to be an illusiory 
venear whose fragility has been exposed 
by the COVID-19 pandemic. These cracks 
were always present, but hadn’t appeared 
to be so glaring when life was proceding 
‘normally.’ The pandemic revealed that, 
while we were a materially wealthy society, 
we were spiritually and morally poor. 
 
Bunnings Karen, as she has been called, 
and others of her ilk, have claimed to hold 
the moral high ground as defenders of 
human rights by refusing to wear face 
masks against the health directives of 
government officials. While a number of 
these protesters are clearly social attention 
seekers, their claim of defence of human 
rights has unsettled people because we 
lack of a depth of moral and social 
understanding and education. I feel for the 
brave retail assistants who were blindsided 
by these spotlight grabbers.  
 
Our Church has, what I consider to be one 
if its greatest treasures, in its body of 
social teaching, built on certain principles 

Bunnings Karen 
 

Arctic Fire 
 Our preoccupation with the pandemic has 
distracted us from the pre-COVID world 
wide calls for action on Climate Change. Our 
year started with drought and major 
bushfires, that added impetus to our own 
criticism of government inaction. But during 
this period of COVID dominated news, 
reports came of a freak heatwave that 
scorched the Arctic in July breaking records 
in areas such as Verkhoyansk, a town in 
Siberia, one of Russia’s northernmost 
regions where the temperature hit 38 
degrees Celsius. 
 
2019 had been recorded as Russia’s hottest 
on record, but this year is poised to surpass 
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which serve to guide our judgment and 
action and offer a basic and sound 
approach to understanding the human 
person and society in light of the 
Gospel message. 
 
The second of these principles states 
that because of our God given dignity, 
created as we are in the image and 
likeness of God, each person has basic 
rights and responsibilities. Yes, we do 
have rights, but with these come 
responsibilities to one another, to our 
families, and to the larger society. We 
have a responsibility to respect the 
rights of others. One persons rights do 
not trump those of others because we 
don’t live in a world with a population 
of one.  
 
In the current crisis, where we are 
dealing with such a highly infectous 
pathogen, society has the right to 
defend itself against the selfish acts of 
a few misguided attention seekers. 

J.R.Sanchez CP 
 

 
  

that. In late June, Siberia reported 
temperatures almost 40 degrees above 
normal for this time of years. Also, parts 
of the region caught on fire.  
 
Verkhoyansk also boasts the record for 
the greatest temperature ranges on Earth. 
Temperatures regularly fall well below 
zero, with the lowest recorded at -67 
degrees. 
 
The recent historic heat is simply the 
latest horror in the Arctic as the region 
continues to feel the impact of climate 
change. 

J. R. Sanchez, CP 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

With the ongoing crisis of the pandemic, 
not much has changed in the work of the 
JPIC committee since our last newsletter. 
Restrictions in terms of social distancing 
and gatherings has meant that the best 
forms of activism to be engaged with 
right now are education of self and 
others, mostly by means of social media, 
and involvement with writing letters or 
petitions, either hard copies or online. 

My involvement with ACRATH has 
continued, though our Queensland group 
have only been able to meet once a 
month via zoom. Because travel within 
Queensland now is not restricted, the 
head of our local group, Sr. Janine Bliss, 
has continued to support the situation in 
Bundaberg with the seasonal workers 
from overseas, covered in our last 
newsletter. 

I’ve continued to update our JPIC blog 
site with the monthly articles that allow 
more room to develop themes, 
impossible in the short articles that 

JPIC Happenings 
 

It is striking that, on the cusp of marking 
the 75th anniversary of the dropping of the 
atomic bomb on Hiroshima, we witnessed 
the biggest non-nuclear explosion ever seen 
at the port of Beirut. The explosion, filmed 
from every angle, with its mushroom cloud, 
mirrored footage captured of the atomic 
test at Bikini Atoll. When we consider that 
the Beirut explosion, was only a 10th the 
size of the atomic bomb exploding on 
Hiroshima, the full horror of what took place 
75 years ago is brought home. 
 
Because of the risk posed by the Corona 
virus, celebrations at Hiroshima, usually 
drawing thousands who pack Peace Park, 
were limited to survivors, relatives and a 
handful of foreign dignitaries. Participants, 
many of them dressed in black and wearing 
face masks, stood for a moment of silence 
at 8:15 a.m., the exact time the atomic 
bomb exploded on the 6th of August, 1945, 
obliterating Hiroshima and killing 140,000 of 

Hiroshima, 75 Years 
 Civil society must 

reject self-centered 
nationalism and unite 
against all threats. 
(Kazumi Matsui, 
Mayor of Hiroshima) 
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appear in this newsletter. Our blog 
articles have focused on the social 
impact of COVID-19. The June article, 
“The COVID-19 Conspiracy,” looked at 
the various conspiracy theories that 
have blossomed around the pandemic 
and measured them against reality. The 
July article, “COVID and the Survival 
Instinct,” explored how when 
threatened with a crisis such as the 
pandemic, we quickly revert to our 
survival instincts and can act in selfish 
ways putting our needs above those of 
society.  

This month’s blog article was 
contributed by Ron Davoran CP and is 
entitled, “A History of Slavery.” Ron 
traveled to Ghana in 1999 and to New 
Orleans in 2018, and visited sites 
connected with the slave trade. The 
recent Black Lives Matter protests 
inspired Ron to put his learnings 
together into this history. To view these 
articles visit jpiccp.wordpress.com.  

J.R.Sanchez, CP   .       

  

an estimated population of 350,000. 
Thousands more died later of injuries and 
radiation related illnesses. 
 
Mayor Kazumi Matsui said in a speech 
afterwards, “When the 1918 flu pandemic 
attacked a century ago, it took tens of 
millions of lives and terrorised the world 
because nations fighting World War I 
were unable to meet the threat together. 
We must never allow this painful past to 
repeat itself. Civil society must reject self-
centred nationalism and unite against all 
threats.” 
 
These are prophetic words given the 
recent spate of nationalism arising from 
the attempts by various governments to 
take attention of the current pandemic to 
push their political agenda on other 
nations. The current sabre rattling 
between China and the USA is a case in 
point. 

J.R.Sanchez CP 
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Renewable Opportunity 
 Our national and state governments 
have been playing a balancing act in 
terms of lockdowns to control the spread 
of COVID-19 and reopening businesses 
to reinvigorate the economy. The 
Victorian setback, we are warned, will 
have a damaging impact on our already 
affected economy. We are set for 13% 
unemployment and a recession that will 
be felt for years as we struggle to 
recover. 
 
Haste to get the economy back up and 
running as quickly as possible, in our 
post-pandemic shell-shocked state, is not 
likely to encourage creative thinking. Our 
government’s approach may be limited 
to trying to go back to the good old days 
of a carbon based energy, which would 
be a lost opportunity. 
 

Pandemics and plagues have a way of shifting the course 
of history, and not always in a manner immediately 
evident to survivors. In the 14th Century, the Black Death 
killed close to half of Europe’s population. A scarcity of 
labour led to increased wages. Rising expectations 
culminated in the Peasants Revolt of 1381, an inflection 
point tha marked the beginning of the end of the feudal 
order that had dominated medieval Europe for a thousand 
years. 

The COVID pandemic will be remembered as such a 
moment in history. It’s historical significance lies not in 
what it implies for our daily lives. Change, after all, is the 
one constant when it comes to culture. To be sure, 
financial uncertainty will cast a long shadow. We have 
come to realize that all the money in the hands of all the 
nations on Earth will never be enough to offset the losses 
sustained when an entire world ceases to function. 

But what surely will be remembered is the absolutely 
devastating impact that the pandemic has had on the 
reputation and international standing of the United States 
of America. In a dark season of pestilence, COVID has 
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When it comes to natural renewable 
energy, Australia has it all: plenty of solar 
and wind, clean energy expertise, and the 
minerals needed to power the energy 
transition. We can use our competitive 
renewable energy advantage to create new 
industries, like producing ‘green’ steel, with 
cheap renewable energy, or manufacturing 
storage batteries here. 
 
A new report found that if Australia made 
the most of cheap, renewable energy to 
produce ‘green’ steel it could create 25,000 
ongoing manufacturing jobs in Queensland 
and NSW and generate $65 billion in 
annual export revenue. Plus, energy 
storage batteries are already being 
assembled in Brisbane, and plans for a $3 
billion battery manufacturing plant in 
Townsville are moving ahead. 
 

 

The COVID Legacy 

reduced to tatters the illusion of American 
exceptionalism. At the height of the crisis, with 
more than 2,000 dying each day, Americans 
found themselves members of a failed state, 
ruled by a dysfunctional and incompetent 
government largely responsible for death rates 
that added a tragic coda to America’s claim to 
supremacy in the world. What this shift in 
power and prestige for the country that once 
served as the world’s policeman will mean is a 
concern for us all. 

J.R.Sanchez, CP 

There are exciting opportunities, 
but they depend on national and 
state governments to help kick-
start these industries and 
maintain a strong pipeline of 
renewable energy construction 
activity. I hope the pandemic 
wont blinded us to these 
possibilities. 

J.R.Sanchez CP 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

On the 24th of May, 2020, on the occasion 
of the 5th anniversary of the encyclical 
Laudato si’, Pope Francis announced a 
special Laudato Si’ Anniversary Year, to run 
from the 24th of May this year until the 24th 
of May next year. The Pope’s invitation is 
for “all people of good will to adhere to it, 
to take care of our common home and our 
more fragile brothers and sisters.”  
 
I know that our attention has been focused 
on the pandemic, but if you find yourself in 
lockdown with time on your hands and 
want to use your energy for good in our 
world, a program was drawn up by the 
Dicastery for Promoting Integral Human 
Development for the celebration of this 
special anniversary year. This program is 
available in various languages on the 
Diastery’s website and on the website 
dedicated to the Laudato Si’ Anniversary 
Year (www.laudatosiyear.org). It is an 
open-ended program that will be 
constantly updated. The plan is to 
consolidate the Dicastery’s collaboration 
with various partners in order to realize 

“Given our response to try to control the 
pandemic, we can normalize heightened 
levels of separation and control, believe 
that they are necessary to keep us safe, 
and accept a world in which we are afraid 
to be near each other. Or we can take 
advantage of this pause, this break in 
normality, to turn onto a path of reunion, 
of holism, of the restoring of lost 
connections, of repair of community and 
the rejoinning of the web of life. 
 
“Do we double down on protecting the 
separate self, or do we accept the 
invitation into a world where all of us are 
in this together? Take for example the 
issue of hoarding, which embodies the 
idea, “There won’t be enough for 
everyone, so I am going to make sure 
there is enough for me.” Another response 
might be, “Some don’t have enough, so I 
will share what I have with them.” Are we 
to be survivalists or helpers? What is life 
for? 

Choosing our Future 
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this program. Further information can be 
requested by emailing 
laudatosi@humandevelopment.va. 
 
It is encouraging to see that there are so 
many initiatives springing up around the 
world in response to Pope Francis’ invitation. 
I hope that this program will be at the 
service of these initiatives, and may help in 
networking them and offerning them greater 
visitbility.  

J. R. Sanchez, CP  . 
 

 

On a larger scale, people are asking 
questions that have until now lurked on 
activist margins. What should we do about 
the homeless? What should we do about the 
people in prisons? In Third World Slums? 
What should we do about the unemployed? 
What about all the hotel maids, the Uber 
drivers, the plumbers and janitors and bus 
drivers and cashiers who cannot work from 
home? And so now, finally, ideas like 
student debt relief and universal basic 
income are blossoming. “How do we protect 
those susceptible to COVID?” invites us into 
“How do we care for vulnerable people in 
general?” 
 
“That is the impulse that is saying, ‘let’s get 
serious about taking care of each other. 
Let’s remember how precious we all are and 
how precious life is. Let’s take inventory of 
our civilization, strip it down to its studs, 
and see if we can build one more beautiful.” 
(from an article in the Golden Age of Gia, by 

Charles Eisenstien.) 

Laudato Si’ Anniversary 
 
   

 

 


